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1 IntroductionMany mathematical studies have been devoted to the thermodynamic limitproblem as stated in its full generality within the Statistical Mechanics, andwe refer in particular the reader to the works by Ruelle [52], Lebowitz andLieb [35, 39, 40], and Fe�erman [28, 29]. We shall not deal here with thephysical background of this theoretical problem, and we refer the reader tothe textbooks [7, 59] and the articles [36, 40]. The works we shall presenthere are focused on models for charged particles at the zero temperaturelimit, where in some sense, they are frozen at their ground-state, and evenmore speci�cally on the crystalline phase.Briey speaking, the so-called thermodynamic limit problem consists inexamining the behaviour of models for particles in a �nite volume of matterwhen the volume under consideration goes to in�nity. Since the energy is anextensive thermodynamic quantity, it is expected that the energy per unitvolume goes to a �nite limit when the volume goes to in�nity. It is alsoexpected that the function representing the state of the matter goes also toa limit in some sense. The thermodynamic limit problem we study (that is,for crystals, and at zero temperature) may be stated as follows.We consider a neutral molecular system consisting of N electrons andN nuclei of unit charge (atomic units will be adopted in all that follows).According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic ground-state is �rst determined for a given nuclear con�guration. The geometryof the nuclei and their electric charge will be taken as �xed and arrangedaccording to a crystalline lattice. To �x ideas, from now on, our referencelattice will be the lattice of points of integer coordinates|that is, Z3|andtherefore the primitive cell of the crystal will be the unit cube, denoted byQ in the sequel. The N point nuclei of unit charge being located on a �nitesubset �N of Z3 (each point being at the center of a cubic unit cell), weasymptotically let the set �N �ll in the entire lattice Z3. The union of allcubic cells whose center is a point of �N is denoted by �(�N ); it has volumeN . It is important to note that, in all that follows, �(�N ) may be viewedas a big box to which the molecule is con�ned. (This claim may actually bechecked in a rigorous mathematical way.) This assumption is standard forstatistical physicists, and is compulsory at positive temperature. It turnsout that, at zero temperature, any boundary conditions for the wave func-tions or the electronic density on a big box one may think of (like Neumann,Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions) gives rise to the same periodicmodel after passing to the thermodynamic limit. The boundary conditionsmay therefore be chosen conveniently according to everyone's own prefer-2



ences, for numerical purposes, for instance. Let us simply mention that SolidState physicists seem to prefer to work with the so-called Born-Von Karmanconditions, which are simply periodic boundary conditions on the boundaryof a big parallelepiped box.Suppose that for any subset of Z3 �xed, we have a well-posed model forthe ground-state of the neutral molecule consisting of N electrons and Nnuclei located at the points of �N . Let us denote by I�N the ground-stateenergy, and by ��N the minimizing electronic density. Then, the question ofthe existence of the thermodynamic limit for the model under considerationmay be stated as follows :(i) Does there exist a limit for the energy per unit volume 1N I�N when Ngoes to in�nity ?(ii) Does the minimizing electronic density ��N approach a limit �1 (in asense to be made precise later) when N goes to in�nity ?(iii) Does the limit density �1 have the same periodicity as the assumedperiodicity of the nuclei ?We investigate the behaviour of the ground-state energy per unit volume,as N goes to in�nity, within standard approximation theories in QuantumChemistry for the ground-state energy; namely, models from Density Func-tional Theory, like Thomas-Fermi type models on the one hand, and therestricted Hartree, the Hartree, the reduced Hartree-Fock and the Hartree-Fock models, on the other hand. Let us emphasize the fact that in all thatfollows we shall not deal with more advanced models from Density Func-tional Theory like the Kohn-Sham or the X� model (see e. g. [25]), sincefrom a mere mathematical viewpoint this kind of models features the samestructure, and thereby the same di�culties, as the Hartree-Fock model. Inparticular, the results that we describe within the setting of the Hartree-Fock model carry through just as they are to a wide class of models frommodern Density Functional Theory.By applying this strategy to various models, we have di�erent purposesin mind. Firstly, we want to check that the molecular model under consid-eration does have the good behaviour in the limit of large volumes, therebyvalidating it a bit further for large molecules, or, on the contrary, limitingits e�ciency to modeling true phenomena. Secondly, bearing in mind thatour purpose is to build new models for the solid phase, we wish to set alimit problem that is well-posed mathematically and that can be justi�ed inthe most rigorous way. With this model at our disposal, we intend to give3



a sound ground to numerical simulations of the condensed phase. Thirdly,this method aims at linking non-linear quantum-mechanical descriptions ofcrystals to concepts and techniques issued from Solid State Physics. A fur-ther step beyond is next to make use of this models to calculate macroscopicquantities, such as elasticity constants, for example.Let us �rst summarize the results which are available on these issues,as far as we know. It has been proved by Lieb and Simon [41] for theThomas-Fermi model, and by the authors in [16] for the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizs�acker model (which is a variant of the Thomas-Fermi model|seebelow) that the ground-state energy per unit volume converges to a periodicminimization problem, which is set on the unit cell of the crystal, and thatthe electronic density also converges to a periodic electronic density, whichis precisely the minimizer of the limit periodic minimization problem.The situation is far more complicated for more realistic models which in-volve the electronic wave-functions for describing the electronic state, as theHartree and the Hartree-Fock models. One obvious reason is that we haveto analyze the behaviour of an increasing number N of wave-functions andnot only of one function, the electronic density. For simpli�ed forms of theHartree and the Hartree-Fock models, the restricted Hartree and the reducedHartree-Fock models respectively, we completely determine the asymptoticbehaviour, proving that the limit is actually a minimization problem set onthe unit cell of the lattice. However, we have only extremely weak resultson the behaviour of the electronic density to a periodic density, which arenot very satisfactory.For the Hartree and the Hartree-Fock models, we are only able to de�neperiodic problems that are likely to be the thermodynamic limits. Withinthese models, the mere de�nition of the limit problem turns out to be asubstantial piece of the work (writing a periodic problem that has some rig-orous mathematical sense is not straightforward at all). In order to prepareand stimulate future works on the subject, we prove that the periodic limitproblems that we de�ne are well-posed. In particular, they allow to deriveHartree and Hartree-Fock type equations for crystals, which may be found inSolid State physics textbooks, thereby validating our method. Let us �nallymention that, in order to set the periodic models which are the analogues forthe crystalline phase of the molecular version of the Hartree-Fock and thereduced Hartree-Fock models, we extensively rely upon the decompositionof operators commuting with the group of translations of Z3. Consequently,we observe that the theory of Bloch waves, which is commonly used bySolid State physicists, appears naturally in the nonlinear framework we areconsidering. 4



This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we state thethermodynamic limit problem within the framework of Density FunctionalTheory, and more precisely, in the Thomas-Fermi setting (and related moreadvanced models). We are aware that these models are neither the most e�-cient ones nor the ones which are usually used for calculations. Nevertheless,very fundamental (and di�cult) issues are already raised within these mod-els, which one has also to face while dealing with more relevant models, likeHartree-Fock for example. By testing �rst our method on the Thomas-Fermitype models, we actually try to overcome the technical di�culties step bystep as the complexity (together with the relevance) of the model increases.Section 3 is devoted to Hartree type models, while Hartree-Fock type modelsare treated in Section 4.In Section 5, we shall report on recent progress made by Blanc and oneof us [9, 11, 12] on the existence of a minimal energy con�guration of thenuclei inside the class of all possible periodic lattices for the TFW model.Finally, in Section 6, we suggest di�erent extensions of all these works.2 Models from Density Functional TheoryThis section is devoted to the well-known Thomas-Fermi model and some ofits variants. These models belong to a large class of models that are todayidenti�ed as the models arising in Density Functional Theory. We referthe reader to [25, 46] for an introduction to the general features and thephysical foundations of such models, and to [14, 21, 22] for a comprehensivelist of recent mathematical results on all the models which are consideredthroughout this paper.Within the Thomas-Fermi type models, the density functional may bewritten as follows :ETFW�N (�) = c0 ZR3 jrp�j2 + c1 ZR3 �5=3 � Xk2�N ZR3 �(x)jx� kj dx+12 ZZR3�R3 �(x)�(y)jx� yj dxdy + 12 Xy 6=z2�N 1jy � zj ; (1)and the ground-state energy is given byITFW�N = inf �ETFW�N (�); � � 0; p� 2 H1(R3); ZR3 � = N� : (2)In (1) above, c0 and c1 are non-negative constants (whose exact values areirrelevant from a mathematical view-point). The Thomas-Fermi model (TF,5



for short) corresponds to the case when c0 = 0, while the full model isreferred to as the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizs�acker model (TFW, for short).In all that follows, we shall make the convention that c0 = c1 = 1 in theTFW setting. It is to be noticed, that in both cases, the energy functionalis strictly convex with respect to the electronic density.Many mathematical studies have been devoted to these models, and, inparticular, it is a well-known fact that the problem (1){(2) has a uniqueminimizing density, denoted by ��N . This fact has been proved by Lieb andSimon [41] (see also [37]) for the Thomas-Fermi model, and by Benguria,Br�ezis and Lieb [8] (see also [37]) for the TFW model.Before turning to the thermodynamic limit problem per se, let us makesome comments. The TFW model remedies major non-physical features ofthe Thomas-Fermi model. First of all, it predicts the expected behaviourof the density near the nuclei (cusp conditions) and at large distance (expo-nential fall-o� of the electronic density). Moreover, as shown by two of usin [20], binding of neutral molecules holds in this model, at the di�erencewith Teller's no binding theorem for Thomas-Fermi model.We have on purpose omitted to mention until now the ground-breakingwork [41] by Lieb and Simon on the thermodynamic limit in the frameworkof the Thomas-Fermi theory. Indeed, this work is at the origin of our ownstudy [16] on the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizs�acker model, and has therefore afar larger impact on our work than the, however fundamental, works thatwe have quoted in the introduction. Lieb and Simon proved in [41] thatthe three questions (i)-(ii)-(iii) of the thermodynamic limit problem thatwe have addressed in the introduction can be answered positively in thesetting of the TF theory. In particular, they set a Thomas-Fermi typemodel for crystals. It is to be mentioned however that their strategy ofproof relies very much upon Teller's no binding theorem, and therefore, itcannot be carried through the TFW setting. In [16], we have proved thatthe three questions (i)-(ii)-(iii) of the thermodynamic limit problem canalso be answered positively in the setting of the TFW theory. In addition,the new strategy of proof which we apply in [16] actually allows to extendthe results of Lieb and Simon on the Thomas-Fermi model. Moreover, someof the techniques developed there also carry through the Hartree and theHartree-Fock model.Let us now introduce the periodic minimization problems obtained bypassing to the thermodynamic limit. We then de�ne the following periodic6



minimization problem set on the unit cell Q of the latticeITFWper = inffETFWper (�); � � 0;p� 2 H1per(Q); ZQ � = 1g; (3)ETFWper (�) = ZQ jrp�j2 + ZQ �5=3 � ZQ �(x)G(x)dx+ 12 ZZQ�Q �(x)�(y)G(x� y)dxdy; (4)where H1per(Q) is the subset of H1loc(R3) consisting of functions which satisfythe periodic boundary conditions on the boundary of Q. The potential Gwhich appears in the de�nition (4) of the TFW functional is de�ned, in aunique way, by ��G = 4� (�1 + Xy2Z3 �(� � y)); (5)and ZQG = 0: (6)The main results we obtain in [16] (which were announced in [15]) may bestated as follows. (We need technical assumptions that we do not makeprecise here.) We �rst prove the convergence of the energy per unitvolume: limN!+1 1N ITFW�N = ITFWper + M2 ;where M2 is a universal constant, that only depends on G, through M =limx!0[G(x)� 1jxj ], and which is just a matter of normalization. In particular,the ground state energy behaves linearly with respect to the total volumeof the large molecule, and we have rigorously obtained a model for theground-state energy of the crystal. Independently of this �rst result, wealso establish in [16] the convergence of the electronic density in thefollowing sense. The electronic density ��N converges to �per, the uniqueperiodic minimizing density of ITFWper , uniformly on sequences of domainsapproaching R3 in a sense de�ned precisely in [16]. Roughly speaking, thesedomains, which are included in the \big box" �(�N ), �ll in asymptoticallythe whole space; their complementary subset in �(�N ) has a volume whichis small compared to N , and they stay \very far away" from the boundaryof the big box. We shall only briey mention at this stage that, in orderto avoid surface e�ects, technical assumptions are required in [16] on thesequence �N of admissible �nite subsets of the lattice. These technical7



assumptions are well-identi�ed and commonly used in Statistical Physics,and are satis�ed by \reasonable big boxes", like cubes, for example.The above result on the asymptotic behaviour of the ground-state elec-tronic density, when the molecule becomes larger and larger, roughly saysthat, while the nuclei spread over the whole lattice Z3, the electronic densitybecomes periodic, leaving asymptotically one electron per unit cell.Let us now make some comments on the periodic TFW energy by itself.First of all, it mimics very well the usual TFW energy (1){(2), except thatthe integrals involved in (4) are set on the unit cell and that the electronicdensity shares the same periodicity as the lattice of nuclei. It is also to beremarked that in (4), the periodic potential G which features the electro-static interaction potential created by the lattice of nuclei models at thesame time the self-interaction between the electrons. It is to be noticed thata key-point for the de�nition of the periodic problem is the de�nition of lawsof interaction between particles, i.e. of the interaction potential(s). Indeed,owing to the long-range of the Coulomb potential, the electrostatic poten-tial created by the in�nite lattice of nuclei cannot be simply Pk2Z3 1jx�kj ,since this series obviously does not make sense. Besides, each of the threeterms appearing in the electrostatic contributions to the ground-state energy(1), namely the electrons-nuclei interaction �Pk2�N RR3 1jx�kj �(x)dx , thenuclei-nuclei interaction Py 6=z2�N 1jy�zj , and the electrons-electrons inter-action 12 RRR3�R3 �(x) �(y)jx�yj dxdy, is of the order of N5=3 as the volume ofthe box N (which is also the number of particles) goes to in�nity. Still,their sum globally behaves linearly with respect to N . The compensat-ing e�ects are explained by the so-called screening phenomenon, once againcommonly playing this role in the thermodynamic limit issues|see, for in-stance, [35, 39, 40]. Let us noteworthy observe, still on this point, that theperiodic potential G which was previously de�ned by (5) and (6) is alsoG(x) = Xk2Z3 � 1jx� kj � ZQ 1jx� y � kj dy�(up to a constant); that is the sum over the lattice points of the Coulombpotential created by a point charge placed at the center of the unit cube, andwhich is screened, on each cell, by a uniform background of negative unitcharge. Di�erent techniques are proposed in Solid State physics to computee�ciently such electrostatic sums, like Ewald summation techniques (see,for example, [24, 27], and also [10]).All these comments on the potential G and the screening e�ect alreadyappear in Lieb and Simon's work on the Thomas-Fermi model [41]. In8



particular, in the TFW setting, the potential G is the same as the oneappearing in the TF setting, and the periodic minimization problem is rathereasy to guess in view of the one arising for the TF theory (they only di�erfrom the gradient term). Likewise, it is easy to check that this periodicminimization problem is mathematically well-posed. In other words, takingbene�t from the work by Lieb and Simon who had already de�ned the TFperiodic problem, the idea to introduce the periodic problem (3){(4) wasstraightforward. In [16], our \only" contribution was therefore to provethat the TFW model does converge in the thermodynamic limit to (3){(4).However, concerning the Hartree and the Hartree-Fock models, the situationis much more di�cult, owing in particular to the fact that the correspondingenergy functional have no more a convex underlying structure, which wasof crucial importance in the techniques employed in the TF and the TFWsettings. In particular, for these models, guessing the limit periodic modelis per se a fundamental and di�cult step. A (small) part of the work hasalready been done within the framework of the Thomas-Fermi type models;in particular, one may expect that the limit of the electrostatic contributionto the ground-state energy should be the same; indeed, in every model whichis dealt with in the sequel, the energy functional will contain, possibly amongother electrostatic terms, the same expression for the electrostatic energy,that is Eelec�N (�) = � Xk2�N ZR3 �(x)jx� kj dx+ 12 ZZR3�R3 �(x) �(y)jx� yj dxdy+12 Xy 6=z2�N 1jy � zj : (7)Therefore, we may expect that in all the models we shall consider, we shallalways have, for a minimizing electronic density ��NlimN!+1 1NEelec�N (��N )= � ZQG�+ 12 ZZQ�Q �(x)�(y)G(x� y)dxdy + M2 ; (8)where � is the limit of ��N , and is Q-periodic. In spite of the fact that wehave not been able until now to prove the thermodynamic limit for thesemodels, we dispose of indications which help us to de�ne periodic minimiza-tion problems, which are likely to be the crystalline analogues of the usualHartree (H for short) and Hartree-Fock (HF for short) models in MolecularChemistry. We prove that the periodic limit problems that we de�ne are9



well-posed: There exist minimizers and one may therefore derive meaning-ful Euler-Lagrange equations. These models will be presented in Sections 3and 4 respectively; they have been studied by the authors in [18] and [19]respectively, and, for both models, the results have been announced in [17].Nevertheless, as a preliminary stage to the modeling of the crystalline phase,we have also considered in [18] and [19] (see also [17]), simpli�ed forms ofthe Hartree (respectively the Hartree-Fock) model, which are referred to asthe Restricted Hartree (RH for short) (respectively Reduced Hartree-Fock(RHF for short)) model for which we are able to identify the limit of theenergy per unit volume.Let us begin with the Hartree model.3 Hartree type modelsLet us recall the Hartree model, historically introduced by Hartree in [32].This model is obtained, when one does not take into account the Pauli ex-clusion principle for the electrons, and, then simply represents the electronicwave-function as a product of independent wave functions (atomic orbitals).The corresponding ground-state energy is then given byIH�N = inf nEH�N ('1; � � � ;'N ) ;'i 2 H1(R3); ZR3 '2i = 1; 1 � i � N� ;where the 'i's are the atomic orbitals, and whereEH�N ('1; � � � ;'N ) = NXi=1�ZR3 jr'ij2 � 12D('2i ; '2i )�+Eelec�N (�)with � = PNi=1 j'ij2, and D(f; g) = RRR3�R3 f(x) g(y)jx�yj dxdy. The existence of(at least) one minimizer for this problem has been established by Lieb andSimon [42], and the existence of in�nitely many solutions to the correspond-ing Euler-Lagrange equations (in other words, in�nitely many bound states)is due to Lions [43].It is not di�cult to check that the energy per unit volume is bounded(and, actually, its limit exists), and this implies (see [18]) that the sum of theself-interactions of the electrons, that isPNi=1D('2i ; '2i ), is of the order of N .Therefore, this electrostatic term features a di�erent behaviour, comparedto the other terms in Eelec�N (�) (which are of the order of N5=3). Hence, one10



guess could be that this term does not a�ect the thermodynamic limit. TheRestricted Hartree model is the model one obtains by getting rid of thiscontribution. This model may therefore be written asIRH�N = inf �ERH�N ('1; � � � ;'N ) ;'i 2 H1(R3); ZR3 '2i = 1; 1 � i � N� ;ERH�N ('1; � � � ;'N ) = NXi=1 ZR3 jr'ij2 +Eelec�N (�):It turns out that the unique minimizer of ERH�N ('1; � � � ;'N ) is of the form(p��NN ; �; p��NN ). And, the limit of the energy per unit volume may be iden-ti�ed as IRHper = inf �ERHper (�) ; � � 0;p� 2 H1per(Q) ZQ � = 1�+ M2 ;whereERHper (�) = ZQ jrp�j2 � ZQG�+ ZZQ�Q �(x)G(x� y) �(y) dxdy;which is still a model from the Density Functional Theory. One can provethat our guess was wrong, and that, actually, the limit of the energy perunit volume in the Hartree model is strictly less than IRHper .In the Hartree model, we are led to the following conjecture. We make�rst the natural assumption that the electronic density becomes periodic,by passing to the thermodynamic limit (we are not able to prove this claim),and we also postulate that, roughly speaking, each electron is representedby the same electronic wave-function ' up to a translation (which is knownas a Wannier function in Solid State Physics literature). Within theseassumptions, the periodic electronic density is given by � =Pk2Z3 '2(�+k).Our last postulate is then that the energy per unit volume converges to aperiodic model IHper, which is given byIHper = inf �EHper(') ;' 2 H1(R3); ZR3 '2 = 1�+ M2 ; (9)EHper(') = ZR3 jr'j2 � 12D('2; '2)� ZR3 G'2+12 ZZR3�R3 '2(x)G(x� y)'2(y) dxdy (10)11



= ZR3 jr'j2 � 12D('2; '2)� ZQG�+ 12 ZZQ�Q �(x)G(x� y)�(y) dxdy; (11)with �(x) =Pk2Z3 '2(x+k). Let us observe at this stage that we recognizein (11) the same periodic electrostatic energy as in the TFW model.Let us emphasize once more that we are not able to prove the conver-gence of the energy per unit volume to IHper, partly owing to the fact that thedi�erent strategies which are described in [16] only work for convex func-tionals. (Nevertheless, we provide in [18] an example of some Hartree modelwhere the nuclei are smeared in a very speci�c manner, and for which wemay establish the convergence of the energy per unit volume to the periodicmodel (9){(10).) In [18], we give a proof of the well-posedness of the Hartreeperiodic model, in the sense that, every minimizing sequence of IHper admitsa subsequence which is compact in H1(R3) (up to a translation along vec-tors which leave the crystalline lattice invariant). In particular, IHper admitsa minimum 'per, which is precisely the so-called Wannier function. Theproof of this claim, which is given in [18], is very tricky and raises di�cultmathematical questions. It is worth mentioning that the Euler-Lagrangeequations satis�ed by any minimizer 'per of the periodic Hartree model al-ready appear in Solid State Physics textbooks, which, in turn, gives us somecon�dence in the validity of our model. For the sake of consistency, let uswrite down here this \periodic Hartree equation" as��'per � (j'perj2 ? 1jxj )'per �G'per + (j'perj2 ? G)'+ � 'per = 0;where � > 0 is the Lagrange multiplier.We now turn to the next section which is devoted to Hartree-Fock typemodels.4 Hartree-Fock type modelsBefore writing down the Hartree-Fock model, let us already say that, inall that follows, the spin e�ects are taken into account only through thePauli exclusion principle; in particular, we shall only consider complex-valued wave-functions. In the absence of magnetic �elds, re-incorporatingthe spin dependence does not a�ect neither our mathematical analysis norour results. 12



Let us �rst recall the Hartree-Fock model. In this framework, the ground-state energy is de�ned by the following minimization problem :IHF�N = inf �EHF�N ('1; : : : ; 'N ) ;'i 2 H1(R3); ZR3 'i '�j = �i;j� ;where EHF�N ('1; : : : ; 'N ) = NXi=1 ZR3 jr'i(x)j2 dx+Eelec�N (�N )�12 ZZR3�R3 j�N (x; y)j2jx� yj dxdy;with �N (x; y) =PNi=1 'i(x)'�i (y) and �N (x) = �N (x; x) =PNi=1 j'i(x)j2.The existence of a minimizer for the HF minimization problem is a stan-dard fact due to Lieb and Simon [42], or Lions [43] (where a proof of theexistence of in�nitely many solutions to the Hartree-Fock equations is alsoprovided).In fact, it happens that, for the mathematical analysis of the thermody-namic limit problem of this model, it is more convenient to use an equivalentformulation of the ground-state energy in terms of density matrices. Theproof that the two formulations are indeed equivalent is due to Lieb [38] (seealso Bach [3] and Lions [44]).The (reduced) one-particle density matrix, denoted by  in the sequel,is a self-adjoint operator on L2(R3), with �nite trace, such that0 �  � 1(in the sense of self-adjoint operators) where 1 denotes the identity onL2(R3), and whose trace �ts the number of electrons. To every such oper-ator is associated a density � , which is a non-negative function in L1(R3)such that Tr  = ZR3 � :Indeed, the density matrix being a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(R3),its kernel (still denoted by ) may be decomposed along a complete setof orthonormal eigenfunctions ('n)n�1 2 L2(R3) of  associated to theeigenvalues 0 � �n � 1, in such a way that(x; y) = Xn�1�n 'n(x)'?n(y):13



The density � is then given by�(x) = Xn�1�n j'n(x)j2:The Hartree-Fock functional may then be expressed in terms of densitymatrices asEHF�N () = Tr[�� ] +Eelec�N (�)� 12 ZZR3�R3 j(x; y)j2jx� yj dxdy;where Eelec�N (�) is de�ned in (7). Let us note that, in the above expressionof the energy, we haveTr [�� ] = Xn�1�n ZR3 jr'n(x)j2 dx;and that the last term, namely, �12 ZZR3�R3 j(x; y)j2jx� yj dxdy is called theexchange term. The Hartree-Fock ground-state energy is then de�ned byIHF�N = inffEHF�N () ;  2 �Ng;where the set of admissible density matrices �N is composed of density ma-trices as above, satisfying in addition that Tr () = N and that Tr [�� ] <+1 (these conditions ensure that the energy functional takes �nite valueson the set of constraints).Let us now turn to the thermodynamic limit of this model, which isstudied in [19] (our results have been announced in [17]). The �rst result isthat the energy per unit volume has the expected behaviour in the limit oflarge volumes. As a consequence of this fact, it is checked in [19] that theexchange term also behaves linearly with respect to N as N goes to in�nity.This asymptotic behaviour however admitted in the Quantum Chemistryliterature (see for example [47]) was not known so far, to the best of ourknowledge, except in the simpli�ed framework of the free electron gas byFriesecke [30]. Let us emphasize the fact that the exchange term features anasymptotic behaviour which is di�erent from the other electrostatic terms.(Recall that each of them is of the order of N5=3 as N goes to in�nity.) Theadvantage of the formulation in terms of density matrices is that the set �Nof admissible density matrices is convex. Unfortunately, the Hartree-Fockfunctional itself is not convex with respect to the density matrix because ofthe exchange term. Therefore, the strategies of proofs proposed in [16] do not14



apply here, and so far we have not been able to identify the thermodynamiclimit of the Hartree-Fock energy per unit volume in a rigorous mathematicalmanner. We shall only propose in the following a periodic model which islikely to be the Hartree-Fock model for crystals. Nevertheless, before statingthis model, we shall explain what kind of progress is at our reach for asimpli�ed model, which is referred to as the Reduced Hartree-Fock modelin the mathematical literature since it was introduced by Solovej in [56, 57],while it has nothing to do with the Reduced Hartree-Fock model in thesense of chemists : : : This model is obtained from the Hartree-Fock modelexpressed in terms of density matrices, by getting rid of the exchange term.Since we have already observed that this term has a speci�c behaviour, byletting it apart at a �rst stage, we aim at understanding �rst the behaviourof the kinetic energy term Tr [�� ] (since we still hope that the sum ofthe electrostatic terms should once more provide a known term accordingto (8)). Let us thus write down the RHF model in the following wayIRHF�N = inffERHF�N ();  2 �Ng;ERHF�N () = Tr [�� ] +Eelec�N (�);and make the following crucial observation: The RHF functional is convexwith respect to the density matrix, and even strictly convex with respect tothe associated density � . Moreover, as shown by Solovej in [57], for everyN and �N , there exists a minimizer �N of IRHF�N , and correspondingly, aunique electronic density ��N .Thanks to this convexity property, and by adapting the arguments whichare developed in [16], we prove in [19] the thermodynamic limit of the energyper unit volume for the RHF model. In order to state the RHF periodicmodel, we need to extend the de�nition of the reduced one-particle densitymatrices to this periodic framework. A periodic density matrix per will bede�ned as a self-adjoint operator on L2(R3), still satisfying 0 � per � 1,and which commutes with the group of translations f�kgk2Z3 which leaveinvariant the underlying crystalline lattice|Z3 here; this property may besimply written as [�k; per] = 0; for every k 2 Z3: (12)This is precisely where the meeting point between our analysis and the stan-dard theory of Bloch waves in Solid State physics stands (see, among otherreferences, [1, 26] and also [33, 51] for a mathematical presentation). Indeed,thanks to the commutation relations (12) satis�ed by the periodic densitymatrix, we may extend to our operator the famous Bloch theorem in Solid15



State Physics, which determines the spectral decomposition of Schr�odingeroperators with periodic potentials in terms of Bloch waves. More precisely,Bloch's theorem states that a real number � is in the spectrum of this kindof Schr�odinger operators (i. e. ��+Vper, with Vper being Q-periodic) if andonly if it corresponds to a generalized eigenfunction, which is of the form ofa plane wave ei��x times a periodic function, for some � inR3. (We recognizethe well-known de�nition of Bloch waves.) A full description of the eigen-functions is obtained by restricting the phase � to [��; +�[3 , that we shalldenote by Q? in the following. (Actually, for general crystalline lattices, thephase is restricted to the dual (or reciprocal) lattice of the original lattice|see for example [10].) In other words, the spectral analysis of ��+ Vper onL2(R3) reduces to the spectral analysis of the family of operators ��+Vperon L2�(Q) (� 2 Q?), where L2�(Q) is the space of locally square integrableBloch waves associated to a given phase � in Q?. By complete analogy withthe model case of the Schr�odinger operator with periodic potential, any pe-riodic density matrix per which enjoys the properties de�ned above may bediagonalized on L2�(Q), one phase � at a time; to a �xed � 2 Q? correspondsa self-adjoint operator � on L2�(Q) such that0 � � � 1; (13)(where this time 1 has to be understood as the identity on L2�(Q)). The aimof this diagonalization of our operator per on stable subspaces is of courseto obtain a family of operators � which are easier to diagonalize than theoriginal one. (Let us make the obvious remark that an operator which com-mutes with in�nitely many translations cannot be compact.) Therefore, weshall make a further assumption on the admissible periodic density matrices,which is simply that, for every � in Q?,the operator � has a �nite trace on L2�(Q):Therefore, for every � in Q?, the Hilbert-Schmidt kernel of � (which is stilldenoted by �) may be decomposed along a complete sequence of eigenfunc-tions of �, corresponding to eigenvalues �n(�) between 0 and 1 (thanks to(13)), in the following way�(x; y) = Xn�1 �n(�) e�i��(x�y) un(�;x)u�n(�; y)where un(�;x) is a hilbertian basis of L2(Q) consisting of Q-periodic func-tions. At each �xed phase, we may de�ne a density ��(x) by��(x) = Xn�1 �n(�) jun(�;x)j2:16



This function is clearly Q-periodic and satis�es RQ ��(x) dx =Pn�1 �n(�) =TrL2�(Q)�. The full periodic density matrix per is then recovered from thefamily of �'s through the relationper(x; y) = 1(2�)3 ZQ? �(x; y) d�;and the periodic electronic density is given by�per(x) = 1(2�)3 ZQ? �(�; x) d�:(Let us also mention [47] where one can �nd de�nitions of periodic densitymatrices which are similar to ours.) The condition that each cell containsexactly one electron is now written in di�erent equivalent manners as1 = ZQ �per = 1(2�)3 ZQ? Xn�1�n(�) d� = 1(2�)3 ZZQ�Q? ��(x) d�dx:An extra condition on the �'s is necessary in order to give a sense to theanalogue of the kinetic energy term in the periodic setting. This conditionis simply RQ? TrL2�(Q)[����] d� < +1; where the notation ��� stands forthe Laplacian with quasi-periodic boundary conditions on the boundary ofthe cell. Finally, we denote by �, the set of periodic one-particle densitymatrices which ful�ll the series of properties required before.With these \new" objects at hand, we are able to de�ne the RHF periodicmodel as IRHFper = inffERHFper (per); per 2 �g;ERHFper (per) = 1(2�)3 ZQ? TrL2�(Q)[����] d�� ZQG�per + 12 ZZQ�Q �per(x)G(x� y) �per(y) dxdy:We prove in [19] that this periodic minimization problem admits a minimum 2 �, which corresponds to a unique minimizing density �(x) (thanks tothe strict convexity of the periodic energy functional with respect to thedensity). Moreover, we also establish there that this model is obtained bypassing to the thermodynamic limit in the RHF energy per unit volume.Let us return now to the Hartree-Fock model. In this setting, we are notable to prove rigorously that the electronic density becomes periodic, even17



if it should be true in the absence of magnetic �elds. (When magnetic �eldsare present, and within models with spins, one may observe periodicity on alarger cell; see [47] and [5].) However, we postulate that, should it indeedbe the case, the Hartree-Fock energy per unit volume would converge to thefollowing periodic model. :IHFper = inffEHFper (per); per 2 �g;EHFper (per) = 1(2�)3 ZQ? TrL2�(Q)[����] d� � ZQG�per+ 12 ZZQ�Q �per(x)G(x� y) �per(y) dxdy � 12 ZZQ�R3 jper(x; y)j2jx� yj dxdy:Comparing with the analogue periodic model in the RHF setting, the onlynew term is the exchange term �12 RRQ�R3 jper(x;y)j2jx�yj dxdy.We prove in [19] that this Hartree-Fock periodic model is well-posed; inparticular, IHFper admits a minimizer  in �. Before writing down the HFperiodic equations, we claim that the exchange term may be rewritten inthe equivalent formZZQ�R3 jper(x; y)j2jx� yj dxdy= 1(2�)6 ZZZZ(Q?)2�Q2 �(x; y)W1(� � �0; x� y) �0(x; y)� d�d�0dxdy;where, for every � in Q? and z in R3,W1(�; z) = Xk2Z3 eik��jz + kj :(Note that ei��zW1(�; z) isQ-periodic with respect to z.) On this latter formthe non-local feature of the exchange term is more easily seen. The Euler-Lagrange equation satis�ed by any minimizer may be written as follows, atevery �xed phase � in Q?, and for every n � 1,�(ir+ �)2un(�; �) �Gun(�; �) + (ZQG(� � y) ��(y) dy)un(�; �)� 1(2�)3 ZZQ?�Q (�0; �; y)W1(� � �0; � � y) ei��y un(�; y) dyd�0= "n(�)un(�; �); on Q;18



together with 8><>: �n(�) = 0 =) "n(�) � �;0 < �n(�) < 1 =) "n(�) = �;�n(�) = 1 =) "n(�) � �;where the real number � enters the equations as a Lagrange multiplier. Itis worth noticing that these equations seem to be already known in SolidState Physics literature, thereby strengthening our feeling that our modelshould be the correct one.We still do not know whether any minimizer of our periodic model is aprojector on the lowest eigenvalues of the Hartree-Fock periodic operator foreach phase, as it is assumed to be the case for insulators (see the paper byResta in [47]), and as it is known to be the case in the molecular HF model(see [4] and [43]).5 The optimal periodic con�guration for the nu-cleiHitherto we have concentrated our e�orts on the �rst stage in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which consists in �xing a priori the locationsof the nuclei, and then in determining the electronic ground-state energy,which is therefore parameterized by the nuclear con�guration. We were alsoconsidering a �nite number N of nuclei which were �xed at the points of agiven periodic lattice, and we were interested in the asymptotic behaviourof quantities which describe the electronic state, like the electronic densities,and the ground-state energy per unit volume, when N goes to in�nity andthe nuclei �ll in the entire periodic lattice. A question of great importance(but of outstanding mathematical di�culty) is the following. The secondfundamental stage within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation consistsnext in minimizing the ground-state energy of the electrons with respect toall possible geometries of nuclei; the nuclei are therefore no more constrainedto lie at points of a lattice, and we then obtain an \absolute ground-state",taking into account the less-energy con�guration for both the electrons andthe nuclei. It is of course tempting to pass to the thermodynamic limit onthe absolute ground-state energy per unit volume, and to raise the followingissues. Being given a model within which such an optimal geometry existsfor the nuclei (like TFW or Hartree|see [20]), what is the behaviour of thisoptimal geometry when the number of nuclei goes to in�nity ? Does it be-come periodic or do the nuclei arrange according to some ordered structures(think of quasi-crystals for example) ? This would explain why crystals are19



observed to have a tendency to form at absolute zero temperature. Someimportant preliminary results on the so-called crystal problem are availablewithin some models for classical atoms in one or two dimensions (see, forexample [31, 49, 50, 60]). In both cases, it is shown that the optimal con-�guration for the nuclei becomes periodic in the thermodynamic limit and,for two dimensional studies, the shape of the optimal cell is well-identi�ed.Owing to the well-known Teller's no-binding theorem in the Thomas-Fermisetting (see [58, 6], and [41], for a rigorous mathematical proof), the sim-plest quantum models within which binding occurs are the Hartree and theTFW model (see [20]). Unfortunately, as far as we know, analogous resultsfor quantum models are beyond one's reach, for the moment. However, weshall report in this section on recent works by Blanc and one of us [9, 11, 12]in the framework of the TFW model which may be seen as preliminary stepsin this direction. (In the following, most of the notation is inherited from[12].) Indeed, one may de�ne the periodic TFW model for general crystals,and not simply for a unit cubic cell with one point nucleus of unit charge,in the following way (see [16] and [12]). For every proper periodic lattice `of R3, namely ` = fk a1 + l a2 +ma3; (k; l;m) 2 Z3g;where the three vectors ai, i = 1; 2; 3, spanR3, a primitive cell of the crystalis de�ned by �(`) = �xa1 + y a2 + z a3; (x; y; z) 2 [�12 ; 12[ � :We assume that one nucleus of unit charge lie at the center of each cell. Theset of all proper lattices of R3 is denoted by L. According to the results in[16], and by analogy with (3), (4), (5) and (6), the ground-state energy ofthe associated neutral crystal is given byI(`) = inf(E`(�); � � 0; p� 2 H1per(�(`)); Z�(`) � = 1) ; (14)where E`(�) = Z�(`) jrp�j2 + Z�(`) �5=3 � Z�(`)G`(x) �(x) dx+ 12 ZZ�(`)��(`) �(x)�(y)G`(x� y)dxdy; (15)with H1per(�(`)) being the subset of H1loc(R3) consisting of functions whichsatisfy the periodic boundary conditions on the boundary of �(`). The20



potential G` which appears in the de�nition (15) of the TFW functional isde�ned, in a unique way, by��G` = 4� [Xk2` �(� � k)� 1j�(`)j ]; (16)and limjxj!0 �G`(x)� 1jxj� = 0; (17)where j�(`)j is simply the volume of �(`). (Note that G` is actually the Greenfunction of the periodic Laplacian on �(`), and that the normalization (17)on G` which is made in [9, 12], instead of R�(`)G` = 0, simply helps for thecalculations.) The problem under consideration in [9] consists in lookingat the periodic ground-state energy (14)-(15) as a function of the primitivecell `, and next in searching for a primitive cell which yields the smallestpossible periodic ground-state energy in the framework of the TFW model.In other words, it is shown that every minimizing sequence (`n)n�1 of thefollowing minimization problemI = inffI(`); ` 2 Lgadmits a subsequence which converges to some optimal cell. Interestingquestions still remain to be solved on the uniqueness and the geometric prop-erties (symmetries for instance) of this cell. The strategy of proof deservessome comments. Assuming that (`n)n�1 is a minimizing sequence for I (i.e.(`n)n�1 is a sequence of proper lattices of R3, and limn!+1 I(`n) = I), thepoint consists in verifying that `n = (an1 ; an2 ; an3 ) converges to some properlattice of R3. Any proper lattice `n is completely determined by the follow-ing data. We shall denote by Rni the respective length of ani , for i = 1; 2 or3, and by #ni;j the angle between ani and anj , for i 6= j, and we shall assume,without loss of generality thatRn1 � Rn2 � Rn3 : (18)The �rst remark is borrowed by Blanc from crystallography textbooks,where one observes that the angles of proper lattices may be chosen in thecompact segment ��3 ; �2 �. Therefore, extracting a subsequence, if necessary,we already dispose of the convergence of the angles as n goes to in�nity. Itremains to check that the so-called radii Rni also converge (at least up to afurther subsequence) to some positive quantities Ri, for i = 1; 2 or 3. The�rst condition which has to be satis�ed by the minimizing sequence is that21



Rn1 stays away from zero as n goes to in�nity (and thus so do Rn2 and Rn3 ,thanks to (18)). Otherwise, the minimizing cells shrink to a single point asn goes to in�nity, and there is no cell remaining at all after passing to thelimit. This condition is ensured by Teller's theorem for the TF energy whichis an obvious bound from below for the TFW energy (see [9]). Secondly, aseries of \stability type inequalities " have to be checked, which have a sim-ple physical interpretation : They translate into mathematical language thefact that one has to bring energy to the system under consideration in orderto increase the size of the cell to in�nity (that is, some of the radii Rni toin�nity). Owing to (18), such a situation may arise in three di�erent man-ners. First of all, in order to avoid the case when Rn1 goes to in�nity as ngoes to in�nity (and thus so do Rn2 and Rn3 ), Blanc shows that the absoluteperiodic ground-state I corresponds to an energy which is strictly below theground-state energy of a single isolated (neutral) atom. Secondly, in order toexclude the two other cases, namely the case when Rn2 (and thus Rn3 ) goes toin�nity, on the one hand, and the case when Rn3 goes to in�nity on the otherhand, Blanc checks that the absolute periodic ground-state I corresponds toan energy which is strictly below the ground-state energy of lineic polymers,on the one hand, and of thin �lms on the other hand. The TFW modelsfor the ground-state energy of the lineic polymers, denoted by ITFWpol , and ofthe thin �lms, denoted by ITFWfilm , have been introduced by Blanc and one ofus in [11]. They have been obtained from a thermodynamic limit strategyby extending the methods of [16] to the case of \in�nite molecules", wherethe nuclei are arranged periodically along a line in a case of a lineic polymeror on a plane in the case of thin �lms. Let us now write down these models.Let ` be a one-dimensional periodic lattice of R3 which is de�ned by thevector e in R3. Then the ground-state energy of the lineic polymer whosenuclei stand at the points of Z e is given byITFWpol (`) = inf(E`(�); � � 0; Z�(`) � = 1;p� 2 H1per(�(`)); Z�(`) log (2 + jxj) � < +1) ;with �(`) = R2 � �t e; t 2 [�12;�12 [� ;
22



and where the expression of E`(�) is the same as in (15), except for the factthat the potential G` is this time de�ned as a solution to��G` = 4� Xk2Z �(� � k e)which is periodic in the direction of e (and with additional normalizationconditions which are made precise in [11]). The model for thin �lms issimilarly written as :ITFWfilm (`)= inf8><>:E`(�); � � 0; p� 2 H1per(�(`)); Z�(`) jxj � < +1; Z�(`) � = 19>=>; ;where ` is a periodic lattice in R2, de�ned by two linearly independentvectors e1 and e2 and�(`) = R� �t e1 + s e2; t; s 2 [�12 ;�12[� :The corresponding potential G` which appears in the general de�nition (15)of the energy functional is a solution to��G` = 4� X(k; l)2Z2 �(� � k e1 � l e2)which shares the periodicity of the two-dimensional lattice (further normal-ization conditions are also made precise in [11]).In order to stimulate future work in this topic, we shall conclude thisreview by indicating in the forthcoming section some natural extensions ofour work.6 Extensions and perspectivesLet us recall from the introduction that, by applying the thermodynamiclimit strategy to various models from Quantum Chemistry, we aimed atbuilding new quantum-mechanical models for crystals. We have illustratedthe e�ciency of this method on a wide variety of models, from the toy modelwhich is a Thomas-Fermi type model to the more sophisticated Hartree-Fockmodel. In any cases, this strategy provides a rigorous derivation of expres-sions for the ground-state energies. Moreover, since, for standard models23



like Hartree and Hartree-Fock models, the corresponding Euler-Lagrangeequations coincide with well-known equations in Solid State Physics, we arefounded to think of applying the same strategy in order to construct newmodels. For example, by taking our Hartree-Fock periodic model as a start-ing point, it should be possible (while still much more di�cult) to propose aDirac-Fock type model for the crystalline phase, in order to take into accountthe relativistic e�ects (see the paper by Dolbeault, Esteban and S�er�e [23]for a presentation on the Dirac-Fock model).Besides, we may now try to extend our models by allowing for moregeneral geometries for the nuclei. In the framework of the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizs�acker model, we have already treated in [16] the case of generalcrystals, which may possibly contain local defects, like impurities, or, evensome cases of non-periodic structures. We give in [16] some mathematicalbackground which should allow to de�ne a ground-state energy for quasi-crystals in a Thomas-Fermi type setting at a �rst stage, and next in theHartree or even in the Hartree-Fock setting, within di�erent mathematicalde�nitions of quasi-crystals (see [2, 53]). In the same spirit of taking intoaccount more general con�gurations for the nuclei, and still for the TFWmodel, we recall from the previous section that Blanc and one of us made useof the thermodynamic limit strategy to build models for polymers and two-dimensional �lms. Therefore, the general method exposed in [16] seems toallow the construction of ground-state energies for arrangements of in�nitelymany nuclei, which may be much more complicated than the model case ofthe crystalline lattice.As also mentioned in the previous section, it is very challenging to tacklethe thermodynamic limit problem of quantum models when the nuclei nomore stand at the point of a periodic lattice but are rather disposed accord-ingly to a con�guration where they minimize the ground-state energy. Byunderstanding the behaviour of this optimal geometry when the number ofnuclei goes to in�nity, one tries to contribute to a theoretical explanation tothe empirical observation that crystals forms at absolute zero temperature.Eventually, having di�erent models for the solid phase at our disposal,it would also be interesting to make use of them to build models for themacroscopic scale, with the help of homogenization techniques, and to cal-culate macroscopic quantities, say, for instance, elasticity constants. Besidestheir intrinsic interest, by addressing these natural questions, we also havein mind to validate a bit further our models.Of course, beyond the mathematical analysis of the various equations24
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